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Mu¨nster, Mu¨nster, Germany; and §RAPID Biomedical, Rimpar, GermanyABSTRACT NMR spectroscopy is a powerful tool for detection and characterization of chemical compounds in biological
systems. Its application in pharmaceutical studies in cell cultures, however, has been hampered by the enormous technical
challenges in separating intra- from extracellular amounts of one substance. We introduce a novel approach to separate intra-
from extracellular NMR signal based on the detection of intermolecular zero-quantum coherences in presence of a chemical shift
agent. In a sample of large cells in culture, the investigation of cellular uptake of pharmacological substances becomes feasible.
The addition of 10 mM Tm-DOTP to a suspension of 100 Xenopus laevis oocytes resulted in sufficient separation of resonance
frequencies between intra- and extracellular water. Upon selective excitation of either intra- or extracellular water signal, only
intra- or extracellular components were observed, respectively. The presented localization technique provides intrinsic aver-
aging over a large number of cells, resulting in a significant signal gain. The method works on standard NMR spectrometers,
which are available at most scientific research institutions today. On a high-resolution NMR system with a cryoprobe,
a 20-fold sensitivity gain was observed as compared to conventionally localized NMR spectroscopy of a single X. laevis oocyte
on dedicated NMR microscopes.INTRODUCTIONNMR spectroscopy is a valuable noninvasive tool for the
analysis of metabolism as well as molecular characteristics
and composition in both intact cells and cell extracts. While
spectra of cellular extract benefit from a high spectral reso-
lution, the extraction process itself is often time-consuming
and depends on the solubility of its constituents. In contrast,
1H NMR of intact cells is a nondestructive and nonperturb-
ing method but both residual dipolar interactions and bulk
magnetic susceptibility variations lead to line broadening
in the acquired spectra (1). Resolution may be enhanced
by magic-angle spinning NMR spectroscopy, which
averages out dipolar interactions (2) and variations of bulk
magnetic susceptibility (3) by spinning the whole sample
at kHz-frequencies around an axis tilted by the magic angle
of 54.7 with respect to the main magnetic field. However,
the effect of spinning forces on living systems remains to
be investigated.
Separation of intra- and extracellular components by
NMR techniques requires dedicated NMR microscopes,
providing spatial resolutions that limit the application of
both magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and localized
NMR spectroscopy to single, large cells such as, for
example, Xenopus laevis oocytes (4,5) or Aplysia
californica neurons (6) with a diameter of several hundreds
of micrometers. While high resolution MRI is capable of
resolving subcellular structures and mapping NMR
parameters inside the cell (7), localized NMR spectroscopy
delivers chemical profiles from predefined regions inside theSubmitted April 1, 2010, and accepted for publication June 28, 2010.
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0006-3495/10/10/2336/8 $2.00cell and enables the observation of physiological and
metabolic activity and the uptake of pharmaceuticals (4).
Conventional localization methods such as spectroscopic
imaging or single-voxel selection both employ three-dimen-
sional magnetic field gradients to localize the NMR signal
via spatially modulated resonance frequencies. The achiev-
able spatial resolution is limited by the available signal/
noise ratio (SNR), which scales with the size of the selected
voxel. Spatial resolution that allows separating extra- and
intracellular compartments, therefore, requires high
magnetic fields, microscopy gradient systems, and custom-
ized probes. A recent study carried out at a magnetic field
strength of 14 T, using gradients with a maximum strength
of 10 T/m, established the experimentally feasible resolu-
tion limit by selecting cubic 180-mm voxels for pharmacoki-
netic profiling of Xenopus oocytes (4).
Here, we propose a completely different localization
strategy that relies on the detection of nonlinear spin echoes
(8,9) refocused under the action of a distant dipolar field
(DDF) in the NMR sample. Our basic idea is to use
solvent-localized (SOLO) (10) NMR, a technique that
provides spectra exclusively from solutes of compartments
where the solvent has a selected chemical shift (11–14).
While the feasibility of SOLO has previously been
demonstrated for different organic solvents (10), the
application to aqueous systems with living cells required
further development. In this study, we have established
the method for suspensions of X. laevis oocytes, by
combining SOLO with the use of chemical shift agents
and explored potential novel applications in pharmaceutics
and biology.doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.06.068
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In liquid state NMR, the DDF, which is the magnetization
field of the sample itself, can usually be neglected because
diffusion averages-out the effect of dipolar couplings and
leads to the cancellation of the DDF in homogeneous spher-
ical samples (15) as shown by the equation
~BDDFð~rÞ ¼ m0
4p
Z
d3r0
1 3cos2q
2
~r ~r0j3

3Mzð~r0Þbz  ~Mð~r0Þ;
where m0 is the vacuum permeability, ~r and ~r
0are position
vectors, q the angle between~B0 and the difference of the in-
teracting spin vectors j~r ~r0j, ~M the magnetization vector,
and Mz the z component of ~M.
However, if the symmetry is disturbed by the sample struc-
ture or sufficiently strong magnetic field gradients along an
arbitrary axis s, the DDF becomes a local function (16,17)
~BDDFðsÞ ¼ 1
3
m0
3ðbs  bzÞ21
2

3MzðsÞbz  ~MðsÞ:
The local reach of the action of the DDF is characterized by
dc¼p/gGT,withg being the gyromagnetic ratio andG and T
strength and duration of the experimentally applied gradient
pulse to disturb the symmetry in the sample (18–20). This
correlation gradient is the key factor for DDF NMR
spectroscopy, in particular for solvent-localized (SOLO)
NMR spectroscopy. The SOLO experiment is a variant of
the two-dimensional homogeneity enhancement by an inter-
molecular zero-quantum echo detection (HOMOGENIZED)
(21) pulse sequence using a frequency selective second pulse
(Fig. 1). It creates the effective DDF only in a volume where
solvent spins are excited, and only solutes’ spins from inside
the probe that contains the frequency-selected solvent are
refocused to a detectable signal. Thus, SOLONMR spectros-FIGURE 1 Schematic illustration of the mode of action of solvent-localized (
with different chemical shift (red and blue compartments on the left-hand side), t
only the spins of the blue (bottom) or the red (top) solvent. As a consequence, the
blue or the red compartment, respectively. Separate spectra (right) showing onl
tained.copy allows obtaining localized NMR spectra from compart-
ments where solutes are dissolved in different solvents.
A schematic illustration of the pulse sequence and the
mode of action of SOLO are shown in Fig. 1.
Vathyam et al. (21) have demonstrated that linear field
inhomogeneities over the sample volume do not lead to line
broadening in the indirect dimension in HOMOGENIZED
spectra recorded with high-resolution hardware. In both
experiments (22,23) and simulations (24) it was shown that
even line broadening due to complex susceptibility gradients
in a sample can be almost completely removed, which makes
the method feasible for in vivo applications.MATERIALS AND METHODS
NMR experiments
Hardware
All NMR images and single-voxel localized spectroscopy experiments
were acquired on a 17.6 T NMR microscope consisting of an Avance
750 MHz wide-bore spectrometer (Bruker BioSpin, Rheinstetten,
Germany) equipped with a 1 T/m gradient system and different radio
frequency coils. Solvent-localized (SOLO) (10) experiments were per-
formed on the 17.6 T NMR microscope and on a 16.4 T high-resolution
NMR spectrometer (Bruker) equipped with a 5-mm cryoprobe and
a 500 mT/m gradient system (Department of Biopolymers at the University
of Bayreuth, Germany).
Magnetic resonance imaging
The image of a cell suspension of ~100 oocytes in a Shigemi tube (Sigma-
Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany) (Fig. 2 a) was acquired with a 5-mm bird-
cage coil using a spin echo sequence with the following parameters: field of
view, 5 mm  5 mm; matrix size, 128  128; slice thickness, 0.83 mm;
repetition time, 500 ms; and echo time, 3.1 ms.
To localize the voxels for the localized point-resolved spectroscopy
(PRESS) experiments, images of single cells were acquired with a 2-mm
home-built solenoid-coil using a gradient echo sequence with the following
parameters: matrix size, 128  128; field of view, 5 mm  5 mm; sliceSOLO) NMR. In a sample with two compartments which contain solvents
he sel-HOMOGENIZED sequence applies the selective pulse exciting either
effective DDF that refocuses transverse magnetization is only created in the
y peaks from solutes in the blue or red compartment, respectively, are ob-
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FIGURE 2 NMR separation of intra- and extracellular compounds in
a sample of ~100 oocytes in a 5-mm NMR tube. (a) T2* weighted image
of the oocyte suspension; (b) the global one-dimensional NMR spectrum;
and (c) the extra- and (d) the intracellular SOLO spectra (number of
scans, 1; scan time, 3.4 min). Oocytes were suspended in Barth medium
containing 125 mM choline and 10 mM Tm-DOTP, which produced a suffi-
cient difference in chemical shift (2 ppm) of the extra- and intracellular
water spins to excite them selectively. Line broadening prevented direct
observation of any solute peaks in the global spectrum. In contrast, in the
SOLO spectra, the choline singlet of either (c) extra- or (d) intracellular
choline was observed. One-dimensional projections shown on top and on
the right of each spectrum illustrate that very clean separation of both
compartments was achieved.
TABLE 1 Signal/noise efficiency of PRESS and SOLO
NMR method Localization
SNR efficiency
(SNR/Omin)
PRESS* (250 mm)3y (n ¼ 6)z Nucleus 1.55 0.4
PRESS* (500 mm)3y (n ¼ 6)z Whole cell 2.65 0.5
SOLOx (n ¼ 4)z Whole cell{ 37.85 1.9
SOLOk (n ¼ 2)z Whole cell{ 50.75 4.2
Signal/noise (SNR) values were determined for the intracellular methyl
resonance of choline, after 3 h of incubation with 125 mM choline.
*Acquired on the 17.6 T NMR microscope using a 2-mm solenoid coil.
yVoxel size.
zAveraged over n samples.
xAcquired on the 17.6 T NMR microscope using a 5-mm bird cage coil.
{Intrinsically averaged over ~100 oocytes in a 5-mm Shigemi NMR tube.
kAcquired on a 16.4 T NMR spectrometer with cryoprobe.
2338 Hoerr et al.thickness, 0.3 mm; repetition time, 60 ms; and echo time, 5.1 ms. T1
values were calculated using a saturation recovery experiment with five
different variable delay times of 0.16–2 s and the following parameters:
data matrix of 128  32  8 complex data points, and a field of view of
4  2  2 mm3.
Global 1H NMR spectroscopy
For the global 1H spectrum on a sample of ~100 oocytes in a 5-mm Shigemi
tube (Fig. 2 b), the cells were suspended in doped Barth medium by
using 10 mM thulium (III) complex of 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-N,
N0,N00,N00 0-tetra(methylenephosphonate) (Tm-DOTP) (Macrocyclics, Dal-
las, TX). In each experiment, the free induction decay (FID) was sampled
by 512 points for 17.3 ms with a repetition time of 1 s.
Single-voxel localized spectroscopy
Localized point-resolved spectroscopy (PRESS) (25) experiments of single
oocytes employed a 90 radio frequency (rf)-pulse of 0.651-ms duration
and two successive 180 rf-pulses of 0.412-ms duration (hermite-shape).
The pulses were surrounded by spoiler gradients of 3-ms duration and
80-mT/m strength. The bandwidth of the rf-pulses was 8.3 kHz and the
voxel size was adjusted to either (250 mm)3 or (500 mm)3. This required
maximum gradients of 800 mT/m and 400 mT/m, respectively, resulting
in a fat-water shift of 79 mm and 158 mm. For all experiments, FIDs of
4096 points were recorded for 136.4 ms using a repetition time of 1 s
and an echo time of 20 ms. For different samples different numbers of scans
were accumulated, as indicated in the legends to the figures. Water suppres-
sion was performed by a variable pulse power and optimized relaxation
delays (VAPOR) module (26) with a bandwidth of 800 Hz.Biophysical Journal 99(7) 2336–2343SOLO experiments
SOLO spectra were acquired from samples of ~100 oocytes in 5-mm Shi-
gemi NMR tubes using the sel-HOMOGENIZED (11,14) sequence without
water suppression. Sixty-four t1-increments were acquired with a relaxation
delay of 3 s and a positive/negative phase cycle on the first and third pulses.
FIDs of 1024 points were acquired for 68.8 ms using an echo time of 200 ms
(for the spectrum shown in Fig. 2) or 100 ms (for the data given in Table 1).
The experiments were performed both on the 17.6 T NMRmicroscope using
a 5-mm birdcage coil and on the high-resolution spectrometer with cryo-
probe. Spectra that were not analyzed quantitatively (as shown in Fig. 2)
were acquired with one average, while those used for calculations of the
SNR-efficiencywere acquired in 7min averaging>2 scans per t1-increment.
SOLO experiments in high-resolution NMR spectrometers were carried out
at 16.4 T using a cryoprobe. Here, 48 scans were averaged, which led to
a scan time of 4 h 20 min in total. Spectra with tetracycline were averaged
over 20 scans, resulting in 70 min scan time per spectrum. To minimize radi-
ation damping, the correlation gradient was split into two parts: one 0.5-ms
sine-shaped pulse was applied immediately after the first rf-pulse, and
a second 1-ms sine-shaped pulse was applied immediately before the selec-
tive second rf-pulse. Both gradient pulses had a maximum strength of
200 mT/m, resulting in a correlation distance of 0.1 mm. For the selective
rf-pulse, a Gauss-shape with duration of 4 ms was applied. The required
difference in chemical shift between intra- and extracellular water was
reached by doping themediumwith 10mMTm-DOTP. In preliminary exper-
iments on oocyte samples and different capillary phantoms, the linear rela-
tion between Tm concentration and chemical shift difference, the optimum
Tm concentration, and the exclusively extracellular presence of Tm-DOTP
were confirmed. Finally, separation of intra- and extracellular spectra was
achieved by applying the selective pulse on either only the intra- or the
extracellular water resonance.
Sample preparation
For metabolite and drug uptake studies, X. laevis oocytes (EcoCyte Biosci-
ence, Castrop-Rauxel, Germany) were incubated in Barth medium contain-
ing either 125 mM choline or 10 mM tetracycline. The incubation was
performed in 5-mL tubes for 3 h. Immediately before acquisition of
the sel-HOMOGENIZED experiments and global 1H spectroscopy
Tm-DOTP was added to a cell suspension of 100 5 20 oocytes in a final
concentration of 10 mM and the suspension was transferred into 5-mm
Shigemi tubes. A quantity of 10 mM Tm-DOTP induced a difference in
chemical shift of ~2 ppm between intra- and extracellular water. For local-
ized spectroscopy of single cells, 10–15 incubated oocytes were prepared in
a glass capillary with an inner diameter of 1.6 mm, which was inserted in
a microcoil of 2-mm diameter. To minimize susceptibility differences and
improve the line width, the coil was immersed in susceptibility-matching
fluid (Fluorinert FC-43; 3M, Minneapolis, MN).
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SNR efficiency was calculated as SNR of the resonance of interest divided
by the square-root of scan time measured in minutes. Scan time was always
rounded up to the next full minute. SNR in the spectra was determined by
dividing the peak height of either the CH3-resonance of choline or the
N(CH3)2-resonance of tetracycline by the standard deviation of a spectral
region where only noise was observed. SNR calculation was performed
with the software MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA).RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In vivo multioocyte spectroscopy
Previous investigations showed that chelate complexes of
Lanthanoid ions, such as, for example Gd-DTPA or Tm-
DOTP, remained in the extracellular medium of a X. laevis
oocyte suspension (27). Most of the Lanthanide-metal
complexes are paramagnetic compounds and are used to
induce contrast in images as well as shifts in nuclear spin
resonance frequencies. In our experiments 100 oocytes,
prepared in a 5-mm Shigemi NMR tube, were suspended
in Barth medium with an addition of 10 mM Tm-DOTP.
Fig. 2 a shows a two-dimensional gradient echo image of
a transversal slice through the sample. The observed MRI
contrast verified the impermeability of the cell membrane
to Tm-DOTP. Different intra- and extracellular relaxation
times of water were evoked due to the different local
concentrations of Tm. In our 17.6 T NMR microscope the
addition of 10 mM Tm-DOTP to the extracellular medium
resulted in a chemical shift difference of 2 ppm between
the intra- and the extracellular water resonance (Fig. 2 b).
The observed chemical shift difference is caused both by
hyperfine shift (28) and bulk magnetic susceptibility
(BMS) (29). Hyperfine shift results from direct and dipolar
interactions between the water spin and the paramagnetic
compound, and is independent from sample geometry.
In contrast, BMS is based on susceptibility effects caused
by the partial alignment of the magnetic moments of the
paramagnetic complex in the magnetic field and therefore
depends on the magnetic susceptibility of the medium inside
and outside the observed compartment as well as the shape
and the orientation of the compartment wall (30).
By comparing the changes in the chemical shift of the extra-
cellular water resonance in Tm-DOTP-treated oocyte
suspensions with those obtained for corresponding experi-
ments using an axially symmetric tube insert, BMS shift
was determined to be the main component for the observed
chemical shift difference in an oocyte suspension (data not
shown). In addition to the chemical shift change, resonance
lines were subject to both homogeneous and strong inhomo-
geneous broadening resulting from the sample geometry and
the extracellular presence of the paramagnetic substance.
The presence of two spatially separated spin species was
confirmed in imaging experiments, from which T1 relaxa-
tion time for the extracellular doped medium was calculated
as 0.2 s (see the Supporting Material). Inside the oocytes T1has previously been determined as 2.6 s for the nucleus and
1.6 s for the animal cytoplasm (27). Given this difference in
T1, the two solvent resonances observed in the global one-
dimensional spectrum were easily assigned to either the
intracellular or the extracellular spin species. Shortening
the relaxation delay from 1 s to 100 ms has a much stronger
effect on signal intensity of the intracellular resonance and
changed the intensity ratio of both lines from 1.8 to 1.5
(see the Supporting Material). This observation clearly indi-
cates that the two observed water lines are not caused by
inhomogeneous field effects of the same spin species, but
represent spins in the extracellular and intracellular
compartments, respectively.
To establish the SOLO NMR experiment for localized
in vivo spectroscopy of a X. laevis oocyte suspension,
oocytes were incubated in Barth medium containing
125 mM of the amino-acid choline for 3 h. As nutrient
choline was taken up in high concentration by the cells
and its resonances were observed intracellularly both by
single-voxel PRESS in a single cell using a microcoil
(Fig. 3) and by the SOLO approach with Tm-DOTP doped
medium (Fig. 2, c and d).
In the SOLO NMR experiment, either the intra- or the
extracellular water resonance was excited, and thus the refo-
cusing DDF was created in only one of the two compart-
ments. The reach of the DDF was confined to the
intracellular volume by using sufficiently large correlation
gradient amplitudes (18–20,31). Because X. laevis oocytes
are large single cells with a size of ~1 mm in diameter,
gradient pulses were adjusted to a strength of 200 mT/m,
resulting in a correlation distance of 0.1 mm. Consequently,
only either intra- or extracellular metabolite signals were
refocused (10), and localized two-dimensional spectra
were obtained, showing only the resonance of either intra-
or extracellular choline, respectively (Fig. 2, c and d).
In the f2 direction the peaks appeared at the frequency
difference of the refocusing water spin and corresponding
choline resonances. The spectra mainly contained reso-
nances of the methyl group. The small difference in chem-
ical shift between the methylene groups and the water
resonance led to an excitation of the methylene spins
when applying the frequency selective pulse on the water
frequency and therefore to a cancellation of the signal (14).
The fact that lines are not significantly narrowed along
the indirectly detected dimension is due to the low digital
resolution of only 0.16 ppm (64 increments for 10 ppm
width). It was previously shown that increasing the number
of t1 increments leads to narrower lines in vivo, as well as
strongly reduced signal intensities (22).SOLO versus PRESS spectroscopy: a methodical
comparison
The choline uptake by oocytes was also verified and charac-
terized by conventionally localized PRESS NMR usingBiophysical Journal 99(7) 2336–2343
FIGURE 4 Comparison of intracellular single-voxel and SOLO spectra
at high metabolite concentration. Before NMR, oocytes were incubated
in 125 mM choline for 3 h. The 500-mm-voxel PRESS data (number of
scans, 1280; scan time, 22 min) (a) are compared to one-dimensional
projections of two-dimensional SOLO spectra (number of scans, 2; scan
time, 7 min) (b). In the PRESS spectrum, the intracellular signal of interest,
the singlet of choline-CH3, is superposed by large lipid contaminations;
however, SOLO provided a clean spectrum of the corresponding reso-
nances.
FIGURE 3 Single-voxel-localized NMR spectra of the X. laevis oocyte. (Left) 1H NMR image of a single X. laevis oocyte cell. (Right) Localized PRESS-
spectra from nucleus, animal, and vegetal hemisphere. Before NMR, oocytes were incubated for 3 h in Barth medium containing 125 mM choline. The
measurements were performed on the 17.6 T NMR microscope with triple-axis gradient system, using a home-built 2.0-mm microcoil. PRESS spectra
(number of scans, 2560; scan time, 44 min) were acquired with VAPOR-module (26) water suppression from cubic 250-mm voxels in the different intracel-
lular regions, as indicated in the image on the left-hand side. Choline uptake was observed in the nucleus and animal cytoplasm, while no choline was
observed in the vegetal hemisphere.
2340 Hoerr et al.a 2-mm home-built solenoid coil (Fig. 3). The correspond-
ing gradient echo image showed four oocytes suspended
in Barth medium and the image contrast clearly differenti-
ated among the three intracellular substructures of the
animal and vegetal hemisphere, and the nucleus. Choline
was mainly found in the nucleus and the animal hemisphere
and the aqueous compartments in oocytes. In contrast, in the
vegetal lipophilic hemisphere, no choline was taken up.
While single voxel localization was limited to the appli-
cation to a single cell, the number of oocytes contributing
to SOLO spectra was only limited by the size of the rf-coil
in the probe, allowing for measurement of ~100 oocytes in
a 5-mm coil. This large number of cells resulted in an
intrinsic averaging during each measurement, providing
two major advantages. First, the number of experiments to
average out biological variance was dramatically reduced,
because a single sample yielded an average over n ¼ 100
cells. Second, signal was accumulated from a large number
of cells, increasing the SNR by a factor of nearly 100. Such
amplification was capable of compensating the SNR loss
caused by the use of the SOLO signal, which results from
a nonlinear spin echo and is roughly one-order-of-magni-
tude smaller than conventional signal obtained with single
voxel localization methods (19). Compared to convention-
ally acquired localized spectra from 500-mm voxels, SNR-
efficiency of SOLO was 15-fold higher (Fig. 4, a and b;
Table 1). Single voxel localization of 250-mm voxels
afforded separation of intracellular compartments (Fig. 3),
but showed a 26-fold lower SNR-efficiency than SOLO
(Table 1).
A further major advantage of SOLO is the need for only
a single gradient axis. The method does not require dedi-
cated NMR microscopes, and can be easily implemented
on any standard NMR spectrometer equipped with
a single-axis gradient system. On a 16.4 T spectrometerBiophysical Journal 99(7) 2336–2343with high-resolution cryoprobe, the gain in SNR efficiency
was of a factor of 20, compared to localized spectra acquired
with the 17.6 T NMR microscope (Table 1).
However, apart from these advantages, the SOLO
approach has its defined limitations, making a careful exper-
imental design indispensable. Separation of intracellular
compartments, such as nucleus and cytoplasm, is not
feasible with SOLO unless chemical shift of water in the
different compartments can be manipulated separately.
Furthermore, for application to other cell types, the mode
of signal generation has to be considered. The nonlinear
echo is only formed efficiently if the cell size is significantly
larger than the wave length of the spatial modulation
imposed onto the magnetization by the selection gradient.
Intracellular NMR Spectroscopy 2341Large gradients, on the other hand, result in signal attenua-
tion by molecular diffusion (32–34), which makes the
method most suitable for applications to millimeter-sized
cells, such as X. laevis oocytes.FIGURE 6 Comparison of intracellular single-voxel and SOLO spectra
at low drug concentration. Before the experiments, oocytes were incubated
in 10 mM tetracycline for 3 h. In the 500-mm PRESS data (number of scans,
3840; scan time, 67 min), large lipid contaminations obscured the N(CH3)2
singlet (a). In contrast, a SNR of 4.5 was observed for the tetracycline
singlet by SOLO NMR (number of scans, 20; scan time, 70 min) with
strongly attenuated lipid background (b).Applications
Xenopus laevis oocytes are commonly used as model
system, for example in developmental biology (35), chemi-
cal genetics (36), or in pharmacology and toxicology (4).
Therefore, fast and easily applicable methods for investiga-
tion of cellular metabolism and compound properties such
as membrane permeability and lipophilicity are needed.
Detailed information about the intracellular distribution in
different subcellular compartments of the investigated
drug is often not necessary. For the established SOLO exper-
iment, the acquisition time for one two-dimensional SOLO
spectrum was only 7 min and, thus, allowed the cellular
uptake of choline in oocytes during the treatment with
a 125-mM solution (Fig. 5).
For pharmacological studies, however, detection of lower
substance concentrations is required. Localized single-voxel
spectroscopy selecting intracellular voxels had previously
only been reported for high substance concentrations (4).
After incubating oocytes with 10 mM tetracycline, the
N(CH3)2 peak of the drug was detected by both the conven-
tionally acquired PRESS spectrum and the SOLO spectrum
after roughly 1 h scan time. While the conventionally local-
ized spectrum showed strong lipid signal, the SOLO
spectrum was much less contaminated by intracellular lipid
signal (Fig. 6, a and b), leading to a SNR of 4.5 for the
tetracycline singlet.
Taking advantage of the enhancement of the intracellular
signal by averaging over a cell suspension, SOLO also al-FIGURE 5 Intracellular choline uptake as observed using SOLO NMR
(number of scans, 2; scan time, 7 min). For the experiment, cells were incu-
bated in Barth medium containing 125 mM choline and 10 mM Tm-DOTP.
Intracellular signal intensity of the choline CH3-resonance is shown in arbi-
trary units for measurements after 15, 30, and 60 min of incubation with
choline.lowed for the identification of the major intracellular chem-
ical components of the oocytes (Fig. 7). After a scan time of
roughly 4.5 h well-resolved resonances at 3.8, 3.0, 2.95, 2.9,
2.2, 1.8, 1.3, 1.1, and 0.7 ppm were detected at frequencies
resulting from interaction with intracellular water (on a diag-
onal through the intracellular, undoped water resonance).
Assigned according to Szczepaniak et al. (37) and Lee
et al. (4), the resonances in the SOLO spectrum were
glycerol (3.8 ppm), phospholipids (3.0–2.9 ppm) like phos-
phatidylcholine, choline, and creatine, and methyl (0.7 ppm)FIGURE 7 Intracellular SOLO spectrum of 100 X. laevis oocytes sus-
pended in Barth medium with an addition of 10 mM Tm-DOTP to separate
the resonances of the intra- and extracellular water spins. The spectrum was
acquired at 16.4 T using a cryoprobe (number of scans, 48; scan time, 4 h
20min). Cross peaks of intracellular metabolites were detected along a diag-
onal through the intracellular water resonance at 4.7 ppm. The resonances
were assigned after Szczepaniak et al. (32) and Lee et al. (4): glycerol
(3.8 ppm); phospholipids (3.0–2.9 ppm) like phosphatidylcholine, choline,
and creatine; methyl (0.7 ppm) and methylene residues (2.2–1.1 ppm) of
triglycerides.
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2342 Hoerr et al.and methylene residues (2.2–1.1 ppm) of triglycerides. The
action of the DDF, which refocused cross peaks locally as
nonlinear spin echoes in the SOLO experiment, led to
much better resolution as compared to the PRESS spectra
in Fig. 3. Especially in the spectrum from the vegetal cyto-
plasm, short transverse relaxation times, in the range of
12 ms, led to broadened lines, making the resolution of
single triglyceride resonances impossible.CONCLUSIONS
Here, we have presented a novel approach to intracellular
NMR spectroscopy. The method combines solvent-local-
ized (SOLO) NMR with the use of chemical shift agents
and allowed us to record intracellular NMR spectra from
a sample with 100 X. laevis oocytes. Upon selective excita-
tion of either intra- or extracellular water signal, only intra-
or extracellular components were observed, respectively.
SOLO afforded a 15-fold sensitivity gain compared to
conventionally localized NMR. Because only a single-axis
gradient is required, the method was also implemented on
a high-resolution NMR system with cryoprobe and is
readily applicable on most NMR spectrometers. In our
experiments we followed the intracellular uptake of
compounds when oocytes were exposed to compound
concentrations of 125 mM. Within 1 h of scan time,
SOLO could also detect intracellular drug concentrations
down to 10 mM. Finally, considering the observed increase
in SNR-efficiency, we anticipate that SOLO offers new
possibilities for pharmaceutical research and drug develop-
ment with this important model organism of X. laevis.
Measurements after incubation with distinct substances
may be performed to study uptake kinetics as well as phys-
ico-chemical properties and thus provide additional charac-
terization of potential novel drug candidates to optimize
potency.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
One figure is available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/
S0006-3495(10)00838-6.
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